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About this Hand-out
This presentation and hand-out introduces the audience to Express mode—a faster way of working with
very large assemblies inside Inventor software. Topics covered include large model concepts, viewing,
editing and managing large model data in both the assembly and drawing environment. Concepts are
elaborated using several hands-on exercises. The exercises themselves have been written to be used
with any dataset.
Since the assembly environment is vast and diverse in terms of the workflows, only some important
concepts about Express mode are covered. Additional help is available from the Autodesk Knowledge
Center, online resources, newsgroup forums. As always, feel free to contact me or other Autodesk
employees for additional help.
Tools needed
1. Laptop or Workstation with atleast 8 GB RAM (provided at AU)
2. Autodesk Inventor 2015 or greater (AU pre-installs the software)
3. Inventor Datasets (Assemblies, Parts)
You may bring your own datasets or use some sample datasets provided
4. Windows Task Manager for monitoring Inventor performance
5. Autodesk Inventor VBA Macro Editor
Setting up Windows Task Manager
1. Windows task manager can be accessed by hitting Start Button + Run + “taskmgr.exe”
2. Select Menu + View + Select Columns
3. Column chooser dialog will pop-up
4. Select the following columns:
CPU, CPU Time, Memory – Private Working set, Description)

FIGURE 1: WINDOWS TASK MANAGER
5. Arrange this window right next to Inventor’s window so that both windows are visible
This will allow you to monitor memory and times while Inventor runs
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Monitoring Process Time/Memory (Windows Task Manager)

Figure 2: Process Monitor
Monitoring Processor/Core Performance
Select the Performance Tab to see the core performance. This will give a good idea about how the different cores
on the machine are utilized.

FIGURE 3: PROCESSOR / CORE PERFORMANCE
Document Counter Sample Program
This hand-out will use a sample VBA program to monitor loaded documents in some of the exercises to
determine how many documents are loaded in express mode.
--------------------------cut here----------------------------------Sub WhatDocsOpen()
Dim oDocs As Documents: Set oDocs = ThisApplication.Documents
Dim oDoc As Document
Debug.Print oDocs.LoadedCount; "/"; oDocs.Count; " documents loaded"
For Each oDoc In oDocs
If oDoc.Open Then
Debug.Print " "; oDoc.FullFileName
End If
Next oDoc
End Sub

--------------------------cut here----------------------------------4
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Setting up the program
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Menu + Tools + VBA Editor
View + Immediate Window (shows the immediate output window)
Expand ApplicationProject
Click on Module
Cut-n-Paste the following code-snippet into the editor
Click on Run and Select Macro: “WhatDocsOpen”

FIGURE 4: MACRO RUN DIALOG
7. Hit Run
8. Inspect the Output Window
9. Should indicate a fraction ( Number of Documents Open / Total Documents )
1 / 100 documents loads
During express open, if no migration or updates are needed, you should get only 1 loaded document.
The less the number of documents loaded, the better the performance. As commands and
functionalities are executed, documents and data are demand loaded and that may increase the
document loaded count (and that’s not necessarily a bad thing). This just implies that those commands
needs some extra data from those loaded documents to execute successfully.
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Gain a better Understanding of how Express Mode works in Inventor
Introduction to Large Assemblies
Inventor assemblies can be as large as 50,000 occurrences and 10,000 unique parts or more. An
occurrence is a reference to a part or subassembly from the main assembly. So, if you pattern a bolt
eight times, you would have eight occurrences and one unique part. A more typical large assembly
probably contains 3,000 - 5,000 occurrences with 1,000 to 2,000 parts. There is no exact number that
defines a "large" assembly.
A large assembly is any assembly file that adversely affects performance. Common reasons for the
performance impact are number of occurrences, number of unique files, complexity of geometry, or
hardware configuration. The information on this page is intended to help with performance and/or
capacity. There is no single solution that helps in all situations. Use the solutions that help in your design
environment.

FIGURE 5: EXAMPLE OF A LARGE ASSEMBLY
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About Express Mode
Express mode is a method of working with very large assemblies. It optimizes performance and capacity
by dramatically reducing the file open time. Express Mode works by loading only the relevant data
needed to display the model. To work in express mode, express data must first be saved in an assembly
file. A subsequent open of the assembly file in express mode opens only the top-assembly file and
displays express data without having to load any of the referenced documents for those sub-assemblies
and parts. Once the model is opened in express Mode users can view, manipulate, create, edit,
constraint components. Data and documents are demand-loaded as and when needed. Express Mode
makes drawing view creation and update faster.
General Rules of Express Mode
General rules of express mode are listed below.

















Assemblies & Drawings work with Express Mode
Parts & Presentations do not use Express Mode
Only Assemblies can save express data
Weld Assemblies save express data but will only open in Full mode
Weld Assembly Express data is used when placed in other non-weld assemblies
Parts do not save express data
Drawings or Presentations do not save express data (as of Inventor 2016)
Drawings uses express data saved in the assembly file
Presentations do not use express data (as of Inventor 2016)
Active View Representation settings are saved
Active Level of Detail is saved
Active Positions Representation is saved
Only Top Assembly can save express data
When saving an assembly AND sub-assemblies or parts all in one operation, express data is
saved ONLY for the top-assembly. Sub-assemblies have to be reopened in its own window (like a
regular top assembly) and re-saved to generate express data.
Only visible components are saved in express data
Assembly file size increases

Limitations
Express mode has a few limitations when compared to the normal Full Mode. Some commands and
functionalities are intentionally blocked so that there is no performance degradation. To get over these
limitations, users would need to switch to Full mode to access those blocked commands.
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System Requirements
Recommended for large assemblies:
General
 Win7 x64 (Ultimate, Enterprise, or Professional).
 Dual Six core processor (12 cores total, hyper threading not recommended because
Inventor does not take advantage (except Studio rendering)).
 24 GB or more system RAM.
 DirectX 11 level graphics card with 2 GB or more video RAM (CAD workstation-class
graphics card).
 Two (or more) 1-TB hard disk drives, SATA, SAS, Ultra 160 and Ultra 320 SCSI, SSD,
RAID 0 or 1, 7200 RPM or better.
Minimum for large assemblies
 Win7 x64 (Ultimate, Enterprise, or Professional).
 Quad or Six core Intel Xeon processor
 12 GB or more system RAM
 DX 11 level graphics card with 2 GB or more video RAM
 At least 1 TB of hard disk space
RAM
Adding more RAM to your system provides better performance and capacity. The following
table provides a general guideline for the recommended amount of RAM. Actual requirements
vary depending on complexity of part geometry and number of occurrences. The more RAM you
have installed in your machine, the better. Check the motherboard spec to see the maximum
amount of RAM that can be installed. Use the fastest RAM available. Number of unique parts
and recommended RAM in GB:
 5000 parts 6 GB RAM
 10,000 parts 12 GB RAM
 15,000 parts 18 GB RAM
 20,000 parts 24 GB RAM
Graphics Cards
This is an important hardware for 3D applications to run large assemblies. Autodesk
recommends the use of DirectX11 graphics card with more video RAM, because more and more
Inventor features are now implemented based on DirectX11 API. It’s recommended to use
workstation level graphics cards which have better performance compared to consumer level
cards, such as NVIDIA Quadro family cards, AMD FirePro family cards, etc.
Autodesk certified graphics hardware:
The following link provides comprehensive information about hardware recommendations for
Autodesk Inventor.
http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/cert?siteID=123112&id=16391880
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Learn to work with Large Assemblies
Section 1: Setting up Express Mode Application Options
Setting up Inventor to work with large assemblies is key. The Inventor environment should be setup by
first fine tuning Inventor Application Options so as to optimize product performance. The following
section will explore the various application options which are pertinent to express mode.
Exercise 1: Inventor Application Options
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start Inventor
Launch the Application Options Dialog from Tools + Application Options
Activate the Assembly Tab
At the bottom of the page find the Express Mode Settings

Express Mode Settings

FIGURE 6: EXPRESS MODE OPTIONS
Enable Express mode workflows
Enables or disables Express Mode workflows. Saves express data (graphics and meta-data) to
top-assembly file. Assembly File sizes will increase due to the presence of express data. Some
commands and functionalities incompatible with express mode will be blocked. This mode
cannot be disabled when there are open documents.
Enabled:



Saves express data and graphics in top-assembly file
Enables express mode open and all express mode workflows

Disabled:



Disables all express mode workflows
Will also remove existing express data when assembly is saved in this mode

File Open Options
Open Express when referenced unique files exceeds
Threshold value for number of referenced unique files. If an assembly being opened
references files greater than this value, the file will automatically be opened in express
mode.
For this class, set the express mode threshold to say 0
Open Full
Open Full Select to open the assembly file with all component data loaded. All
commands and functions are available.
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Assembly General Options

FIGURE 7: ASSEMBLY OPTIONS
Place and ground first component at origin:
Uncheck ground first component at origin. This is not recommended in express mode
only because it may trigger extra geometry computes.
Hardware Settings
Generally the Quality or the Performance Option is preferred when working with express mode.
Performance is recommended to speed up graphical operations. Conservative and Software
graphics are usually used for lower end graphics hardware and may not offer the same
performance as the other options.
The Diagnostics button provides a report of the device driver hardware information.

FIGURE 8: HARDWARE OPTIONS
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Section 2: Generating Express Mode
In order to use Express Mode, express data must first be generated and saved to the top-assembly file.
Express data can be saved by simply saving your assembly file. Express data always captures the current
state of the assembly.

FIGURE 9: EXPRESS DATA FROM FULL MODE

Exercise 2: Save-Copy-As to generate express data
1. Menu + Open to open any assembly in Full Mode
2. Menu + Save Copy As
3. In the File Dialog provide a name and suffix “_express”
e.g. MyAssembly_Express.iam
This will save data in the assembly
Exercise 3: Remove express data
1. Menu + Close + Close all documents
2. Menu + Tools + Application Options + Assembly Tab
3. Disable Express mode by unchecking “Enable Express Mode workflows”
4. Menu + Open
5. Open any assembly containing express data (e.g. MyAssembly_Express.iam)
6. This will open the assembly in Full mode
7. Menu + File + Save Copy As
8. In the File Dialog provide a name and suffix “_full”
e.g. MyAssembly_Full.iam
This will remove the express data in the assembly
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Section 3: Open Express Assembly
In order to open an assembly in Express mode, the assembly must have express data saved AND the
number of unique documents referenced by the assembly must satisfy the unique document count
specified in the application options. Windows Task Manager can be used to monitor performance.

FIGURE 10: LOADING EXPRESS SPLASH TEXT
Exercise 4: File Open using File Open Options
1. Menu + Open
2. Click on any assembly document in the File Dialog Browser
3. Click on File Open Options button at the bottom

FIGURE 11: FILE OPEN OPTIONS
4. Verify Open Express Checkbox state
a. On: Express data is present and document can be opened in express mode
b. Off: No express data
5. Unchecking express mode will allow you to access the other options
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Alternately, you can open files from either the MRU, Home Page or drag and drop the assembly
file into the Inventor main frame window. If the assembly file contains
express data, it will automatically be opened in Express mode.
Section 4: Load Express and Load Full
Assembly Document Ribbon Menu

FIGURE 12: ASSEMBLE RIBBON
Load Express
Assembly documents can be switched between Full mode and Express mode with the single click of a
button. Load Express Mode command is a one-click button which automates the process of generating
express data and reopening the file in express mode thereby saving user’s time and multiple operations.
This command is particularly useful to save capacity when working with large assemblies. There is no
limitation to when this command can be executed. Assemblies already open in Express mode can be
loaded in express again which regenerates the express data, closes and reopens the assembly.
Exercise 6: Load Express
1. Menu + Open
2. Open any Assembly File
3. Click on Load Express
4. File will saved and reopened in Express mode
5. Note that undo is truncated and the operation cannot be undone
Load Full
Sometimes, it is necessary to switch to Full Mode to access functionality disabled in Express mode. This
can be achieved by simply clicking on “Load Full” from the Ribbon. This will automatically convert the
Express assembly into a Fully Loaded Assembly. Note that this is an in-memory operation and all express
data on disk is still available. A subsequent save of the assembly will regenerate and update the express
data on file.
Exercise 7: Load Full
1. Menu + Open
2. Open any Assembly File in Express Mode
3. Click on Load Full
4. File will be converted to Full Mode and all express data in memory will be destroyed
5. Note that undo is truncated and the operation cannot be undone
Tips
Use the sample VBA “WhatDocsOpen” or Windows Task Manager or Process Explorer to monitor how
much time and memory is used by Inventor. You will notice that Express Mode uses significantly less time
and memory than Full Mode.
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Section 5: Place Component
A component can be placed inside an existing express assembly OR a new express assembly. If the
placed component is a sub-assembly and it contains Express data, the place component command will
reuse any existing express data and speed up placement.
The File Open Options dialog contains a checkbox “Open Express” which indicates that the component
being placed uses (or doesn’t need to use) express mode. This is the same options dialog as the File
Open Options.

FIGURE 13: FILE OPEN OPTIONS
Exercise 8: Place Component in Existing Express Assembly
1. Menu + Open
2. Open existing Assembly File in Express Mode
3. Execute Place Component
4. In the File Dialog, select the sub-assembly to be placed
5. Click on File Open Options to launch the File Open Options Dialog
6. Verify state of Open Express Check Box
 On: Placed component has Express data and will be placed with express data
i. Will use last saved view representation
ii. Will use last saved Positional rep
iii. Will use last saved Level of Detail


7.
8.
9.
10.

Off: Placed component will be placed without Express Data
i. User is free to choose any view representation
ii. User is free to choose any Positional rep
Click OK to be done with the file open options dialog
Click OK on the File Open Dialog to place the component
Verify Component has been placed using express mode
You can use the VBA “WhatDocsOpen” or Windows Task Manager
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Exercise 9: Place Component in New Express Assembly
The goal of this exercise is to demonstrate the difference in performance between express
mode and full mode for a place component operation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Verify Express mode is enabled
Menu + Open
Open any Assembly (say MySubAssembly.iam)
Menu + Save As + Save Copy As (MySubAssembly_Express.iam)
Menu + Close + Close all documents
Menu + New
Create a new Assembly
Click on Load Express to save and reopen top-assembly in express mode

9.
10.
11.
12.

Place Component using Sub-assembly (Express data)
Execute Place Component and select MySubAssembly_Express.iam
Place the sub-assembly
Run the VBA macro “WhatDocsOpen”
Note down time and memory used using Windows Task Manager

13.
14.
15.
16.

Place Component using Sub-assembly (Full data)
Execute Place Component and select MySubAssembly.iam
Place the sub-assembly
Run the VBA macro “WhatDocsOpen”
Note down time and memory used using Windows Task Manager

Alternately, sub-assemblies can be dragged into the Inventor Main Window for placement and if the
component contains express data, it will automatically be reused for placement.
Key Points
1. Place component works and behaves the same way in both Full and Express mode
2. Components being placed in express data will reflect last active view/LOD/Pos representation
states
3. Components being placed via drag-n-drop will automatically use express data (if present)
4. Components without express data (Full) can be placed in Express Assemblies
5. Alternatively, components with express data cannot be placed in Non-Express Assemblies
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Section 6: Assembly View Representation
View Representations in Express behave the same way in both Full and Express mode. Typically users
can create any number of view representations and save them in the assembly. View Representations
can be used to create and manage component visibilities and appearances, camera positions as well as
assembly section views.
Express data is generated from the last active design view (what you see is what gets saved). This means
that if the assembly is being saved with an active view where some components are switched OFF, then
those invisible components are not saved in the express data. The pros are that less data is saved and
the next time you open the assembly, it will load faster than opening the assembly with the master view
representation. The cons are that if a different view representation is activated and those invisible
components are needed to be displayed, some data will be loaded on demand and this can have a small
impact to performance.
Saving an assembly in master view representation always saves all information displayed and switching
to different view representations is much faster. This is not a requirement and the user is free to save
the assembly in any view representation.
Exercise 10: Working with View Representations (Save in master view-rep)
1. Menu + Open existing Assembly File in Express Mode
2. Use existing view representations (Skip to Step 6)
OR
Create a new View Representation (View 1)

FIGURE 14: EXPRESS BROWSER (NEW VIEW REPRESENTATION)
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Turn OFF some components
Create another View Representation (View 2)
Turn OFF a different set of components
Switch back to Master
Load Express ( will save and reopen assembly in express mode )
Switch from Master to View1
Switch from View 1 to View 2
Observe the performance and compare same workflows with Full Mode
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Exercise 11: Working with View Representations (save in non-master view-rep)
This is the same example as the one above, but the step of activating master view-rep is skipped
prior to saving the document. This will significantly change the behavior when switching
between view-representations next time the model is opened.
1. Menu + Open existing Assembly File in Express Mode
2. Use existing view representations (Skip to Step 6)
OR
Create a new View Representation (View 1)
3. Turn OFF some components
4. Create another View Representation (View 2)
5. Turn OFF a different set of components
6. Switch back to Master
7. Load Express ( will save and reopen assembly in express mode )
8. Switch from Master to View1
9. Switch from View 1 to View 2
10. Observe the performance and compare same workflows with Full Mode
Key Points
1. When working in Express mode, saving the assembly in Master View Representation saves time
when you reopen the assembly next time and attempt to switch between different view
representations.
2. Modifying associative view representation of a sub-assembly is not recommended and is blocked in
Express mode
3. View Representations are much faster than Level-of-Detail and can act as a replacement for LODs
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Section 7: Assembly Level of Detail (LODs)
Typically Express Mode and LODs are fundamentally different concepts. Level of Detail (LOD) in general
is about capacity and memory savings. Level of Details load and unload data on demand on user action
and when it’s appropriate. Express mode on the other hand is all about performance and works on
demand-loading data as and when it’s necessary with no action from the user. Express mode doesn’t
need to unload any data because it only works on the current and required data. Load Express
functionality can always be used to unload and reload all data to save memory.
Exercise 12: Working with Level-of-Detail in Express Mode
1. Menu + Open existing Assembly File in Full Mode
2. Use existing Level of Details (Skip to Step 6)
OR
Create a new Level of Detail (e.g. LevelOfDetail1) (Steps 3 – 6)

FIGURE 15: EXPRESS BROWSER (NEW LEVEL-OF-DETAIL)
3. Suppress some components
(RMB click on any component in the browser or graphics window and click on “suppress”)
4. Repeat Step2: Create another Level of Detail (e.g. LevelOfDetail2)
5. Repeat Step 3: Suppress some components
6. Activate to LevelOfDetail1
7. Save Assembly
Note: Assembly with save express data using the current active LOD state
This means that that information about the suppressed components will not be saved
8. Click on Load Express
9. Assembly will open in Express Mode with LevelOfDetail1 being the active LOD
10. Switch to LevelOfDetail2
When switching between Level of Details in Express Mode, the assembly will automatically
prompt to be converted to Full mode before switching LODs.
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FIGURE 16: PROMPT TO LOAD FULL
Exercise 12: Converting LODs to View Representations
The goal of this exercise is to convert LODs to View Representations to access legacy LOD
functionality via View Representations. Since LODs cannot be activated or switched without
loading FULL mode, this would be a nice and convenient way to access legacy LOD
representations without leaving express mode.

FIGURE 17: EXPRESS BROWSER (COPY LOD TO VIEW-REPRESENTATION)
Key Points
1.
2.
3.
4.

Level of Detail can only be created in Full Mode
Level of Detail can only be viewed in Express mode and cannot be altered
Switching between different Level of Details in Express mode will cause a Full Load
Converting Level-of-Details to View Representations and working with view representations
is much more performant for Large Assemblies
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Section 8: Other Express Commands
Editing Sub-Assemblies
Just like place component, when a sub-assembly is edited in-place or externally in its own window, if the
sub-assembly contains express data, the document will be opened in express automatically.
Constraints & Joints
There are no known limitations in Express mode for creating and updating constraints or joints. These
should work similar to Full mode.
Browser
Express mode browser blocks editing of the Modeling Tab

FIGURE 18: EXPRESS BROWSER (MODEL TAB DISABLED)

Export Formats
Most export commands require geometry and therefore will prompt the user that the export operation
will require converting the assembly to full mode

FIGURE 19: PROMPT TO CONVERT TO FULL DURING EXPORT
Disabled Commands
In express mode, several commands are intentionally disabled so that express mode is not invalidated
due to excessive document & data loading. These are clearly visible in the UI as disabled ribbon icons or
disabled commands in the context menus.
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Task Scheduler and Migration
Task Scheduler is a task tool which allows users to perform automated tasks and acts as a batch
processor in Inventor and other applications. Task scheduler can be used to save express data. In Task
Scheduler, in both the Update Design and Migration tasks, you can control whether to include assembly
graphics. Saving the graphics allows Express workflows. The option, Include assembly graphics for
Express Mode, is added to the options dialog box for each task. It is turned off by default.

FIGURE 20: TASK SCHEDULER MAIN WINDOW
When migrating/updating files using Task Scheduler, check “Include Assembly Graphics for Express
mode” to save express data

FIGURE 21: TASK SCHEDULER UPDATE/MIGRATE OPTIONS
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Learn to create fast drawing views of large assemblies
Creating drawing views of very large assemblies has always been a pain-point for Inventor users.
Drawing views, in general are very computationally intensive tasks and creating views of large
assemblies tends to be even more intensive. This section will cover a few tips/tricks on how to deal with
drawings of large assemblies.
Section 1: Setting up Drawing Application Options
This section takes a look at some of the performance settings for drawing views. The drawing
application options can be accessed by going to “Tools + Application Options + Drawing Tab”
Preview Options
Preview of very large assemblies can take up a significant amount of time. Changing view dialog options
can result in extra unnecessary preview renders resulting in loss of productivity. Some options are as
follows:

FIGURE 22: DRAWING APPLICATION OPTIONS FOR PREVIEW
Bounding Box
Preview shows only a bounding box of the selected model (Fast performance)
Partial
Preview is partial including 50% or less of the largest components in the view (Medium perf).
All Components
Shows a full shaded image of all components from the model document (Slowest)
Section View Preview as Uncut
Fast projected preview of a section view; does not cut the geometry
Capacity/Performance

FIGURE 23: DRAWING APPLICATION OPTIONS FOR BACKGROUND UPDATES
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Enable Background Updates (Performance option)
Leverages multi-core technology using multiple background processes to compute precise
hidden line representations (Recommended).
Memory Savings Mode (Capacity option)
Saves on memory usage by loading or unloading data as appropriate to enable users with lesser
RAM or lower end hardware to complete their drawing views. It’s recommended to uncheck this
option if background updates are enabled.
Section 2: Creating Drawing Views
Drawing views of large assemblies can take a very long time to process. To speed up drawing view
creation the use of raster views for large is recommended. This is a graphical view which computes
really fast without the use of any model geometry.
Drawing views take advantage of Express mode and generate quick raster views using express data. As
long as the assembly contains express data, raster views automatically leverage express data.
Exercise 13: Create Raster views
1. Create a new drawing document
2. Select Base view
3. Click on the file browser and select any assembly with express data
4. Click on Raster view option to create raster only views

FIGURE 24: RASTER VIEW CREATION
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Exercise 14: Convert Raster views to Precise (or vice-versa)
Once a drawing view is created, it can be toggled between raster view and precise view
1. Right click on any previously created drawing view
2. From the context menu choose “Make View Precise” or “Make view Raster”

FIGURE 25: TOGGLE RASTER TO PRECISE (AND VICE-VERSA)
Tip
Raster views are particularly handy to use for work-in-progress 3D models where the drawing view(s)
undergo frequent updates as the model changes. Once the 3D model is complete, all raster views can be
converted to precise to complete all necessary 2D documentation. This way, one can avoid the penalty
of precise view computations.
Section 3: Task Scheduler to update views
The task scheduler tool can be used for batch processing drawing documents to update views, convert
raster views to precise views. This is a great tool for converting all raster views to precise views
particularly for large assemblies because precise views tend to take a very long time to process. The
option to make all raster drawing views precise can be found in the Migration/Update options dialog.

FIGURE 26: TASK SCHEDULER OPTIONS TO CONVERT RASTER TO PRECISE
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Section 3: Quick View of drawing documents
Sometimes, it may be necessary to quickly view a drawing document without having to load the
referenced 3D model or to avoid automatic updates when the 3D model is out of date with the drawing.
Quick viewing of drawing documents can be accomplished by opening the drawing document and
choosing the open option in the options dialog.

FIGURE 27: FAST OPEN OPTIONS
Fast Open
Fast open drawing view is a quick way to open the drawing document in a viewable state without
loading any of the referenced 3D model files. One limitation of this mode is that the drawing views can
only be viewed and no annotations can be created.
Resolve
To resolve back to the original model file, simply click on the drawing view browser and execute
“Resolve File”. This will restore the drawing model file references and update the views if necessary.

FIGURE 28: RESOLVE FILE
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Defer Update
Typically defer update option is used when you want to block automatic updates of drawing views when
the 3D model is out date. This will prevent the views to update and the drawing document opens
relatively fast. This option allows users to annotate view geometry or make other modifications to the
drawing document.
To Un-Defer
Access the Document Settings Dialog and under the Drawing Tab simply “uncheck” defer updates and
hit OK. The drawing document will UN-defer and update the views if necessary.

FIGURE 29: DRAWING DOCUMENT OPTIONS (DEFER UPDATE)
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Best Practices when working with Large Assemblies
Development of best practices is an on-going effort at Autodesk. The Inventor engineering team
continues to look at different ways to optimize product performance when working with large
assemblies. Following is a list of some best practice recommendations:
Invest in good workstation hardware for large assemblies (RAM, Graphics Card, Processor)
The software can perform only as good as the hardware it runs on so it’s important that you invest in
good hardware (particularly processor, RAM and graphics card) to leverage large assembly workflows.
Fine tune Inventor Application Options for best performance
Navigating through all of Inventor’s Application Options can be daunting. It’s always good to experiment
with them to figure out the best set of options suited for your workflows.
Unload unnecessary add-ins
Having too many add-ins can slowdown overall Inventor performance due to addins watching and
reacting to internal messages and events. Unload unnecessary add-ins be unloaded or make them
demand-loaded.
Cleanup temp folders
Almost all software products write temporary files which can grow in size and start affecting product
performance. Cleaning up temp files from time to time is good practice.
Inventor Project Settings
Setting up the project file to point to the correct locations will ensure that Inventor File handing and
resolver code works correctly. Avoid same file name collisions which can tend to slow down inventor
and prompt users to resolve to the correct part. Setting up the project path locations allows Inventor to
seamlessly load documents and data without conflict.
Migrate and keep data up to date
Migration is not always necessary but when moving from one release to another release, up-front
migration of data can boost large assembly performance to avoid in-memory migration.
Execute Load Express if you feel that Inventor is slowing down and using up a lot of memory
Documents and data get loaded in memory on-demand in express mode. From time to time, it’s a good
idea to execute Load Express to resave the assembly express data and to flush out unused data from
memory.
Minimize usages of Shrink-wraps with Express mode
Shrinkwrap, Substitutes and Level-of-Details are graphically and computationally intensive
functionalities which go against Express mode concepts. Use of these features can slow down large
assembly and drawing performance.
Composites and the presence of numerous surface bodies can slow down drawing computes
From time to time, we come across customers complaining about drawing performance and majority of
the time it’s related to the presence of composite surface bodies, shrink-wraps or level-of-details. The
presence of numerous composite surface bodies can slow down drawing view performance. Creating
drawing views “excluding surfaces” by default can help speed up drawing view performance. Only
include surfaces when it’s required.
For a complete list of best practices you may refer to:
http://beinginventive.typepad.com/files/inventor-deep-dive---large-assembly-instructions.pdf
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Summary
Thank you for attending this presentation and I hope that it was useful in answering some of your
questions about large assembly modeling in Inventor using Express mode. I hope that some of the tips
and tricks will help increasing your productivity when working with large models.
Contact Information
Please contact me if you have any questions
Email: shivakumar.sundaram@autodesk.com
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/shivasundaram
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